
SEE AND BE SEEN.

A semi truck accident is lit by a  unit with two  LENTRY

Optup Halogen XT lights. (Photo courtesy M&M Wrecker 
Service, Carthage, MO).

A V-Spec LED  is providing LENTRY SYSTEM

light while road crews work on the road at 
 night. (Photo courtesy Connecticut Water 

Company, CT)

LENTRY SYSTEM with a single V-Spec LED lights a 
construction site at night. (Photo courtesy KB Trade GmbH, 
Switzerland)

LENTRY Legs keep the 
generator up and out of 
the mud.

The same site is 
lit three different 

ways: headlights, 
spotlight, and a 

LENTRY LIGHT with 
a single 28,000 

lumen LED. 
(Photo courtesy 
Kootenai Electric 
Cooperative, ID)

Why Choose ?All-Terrain LENTRY PORTABLE LIGHTING

=Lights are instant on / instant off; no cool down time needed

=Legs let you - not the terrain - determine the ideal location

=Lights are bright and efficient (20,000 to 56,000 lumens)

=Independently adjustable, outward curving legs ensure a 
solid stance on any terrain: uneven, steep, rocky, wet, 
snow covered...

=Self-contained; no cords to trip over; no batteries to charge

=Generator is always level and lifted above sand, snow, 
water, rocks, and debris

=Legs adjust by simply turning a knob on each

=Lights telescope, rotate, and articulate for ideal aiming

=Poles and lights disconnect from the rest of the unit for 
storage, with the turn of a knob

=    Robust, heavy-duty frames are
guaranteed not to bend or break

=One person deployment and break 
down in seconds

=Long run times (nearly 9 hours on 
some models) before adding more 
fuel

=Legs retract for compact storage and 
protect the generator

=Controls are lifted within easy reach

=Made in the USA

= Five year warranties on workmanship 
and materials plus Lifetime Factory 
Support

®

Ventry Solutions, Inc.
(888) 257-8967 | (208) 773-1194

14128 N Hauser Lake Rd, Hauser, ID 83854 USA
 info@ventry.com

Ventry.com

NEW:  includes a single or 2-Headed LENTRY UTILITY LIGHT SYSTEM

V-Spec LED (28,000 lumens each), XT height pole, case, sign 
stand, and adapter. Available with or without the sign stand. 
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